Introduction
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Practice writing the letters:
Small:
a b g d e z h q i k l m n c o p r s, j tu f x y w
" $ ( * , . 0 2 4 6 8 : < > @ B D F/H J L N P R T
" $ ( * , . 0 2 4 6 8 : < > @ B D F/H J L N P R T
______________________________________________________________
Capitals:

!#')+-/13579;=?ACEIKMOQS
!#')+-/13579;=?ACEIKMOQS
!#')+-/13579;=?ACEIKMOQS
______________________________________________________________

Transliterate and give one English derivative of each:
NT<Z
JbD"<<@H
§2@H
ÏN2"8:`H
*4V$@8@H
PD`<@H
Ç*4@H

Transliterate into Greek:
ichthys
katharsis
Oedipus
Oe = ?4

Punctuation:
Greek . = .
,=,

theos
hybris

(V:@H
68XBJT
>0D`H

graphÇ
skn
Thucydids u = @L y = L

Greek 0 = ; or :

Greek ; = ?
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Notes on the Alphabet:
Vowels:
",04@LT
Long
0 T
Short
@ ,
Long or short " 4 L 1
In English derivatives L usually becomes y and 6 becomes c.
But ch = P th = 2 ps = R x = > z = .
Consonants:
1. Labials (lippers)
2. Palatals (throaters)
3. Dentals (toothers)
4. Double consonants:

J

Unvoiced Voiced Aspirated
B
$
N
6
(
P
*
2

R < BF $F NF
> < 6F (F PF
. (= F*)

5. Nasals (nosers) : < (2
6. Liquids (the wet ones) 8 D
7. Sibilant (hisser) F / H3
Diphthongs (vowel combinations that make a single syllable):
"4
§ as in lime or ai as in aisle
"L
ow, ou, au as in wow, mouse, sauerkraut
,4
ei as in neighborhood
,L
eu
@4
oi as in boil
@L
oo as in boot (often becomes u in English derivatives)
Another combination is L4 which is L + semivowel 4 (like y) LÊ`H huyos.
I-subscript
T4 >

å

04 >

®

"4 >



Breathings
Words which begin with vowels (including diphthongs) and words that begin with D are marked
with a breathing mark to show you whether there is an h sound or not.
ÓD@H
ÐD@H
"ÛJ`H "ßJ`H
1

2

3

If in doubt you can find out for sure by looking up the word in a dictionary.
((, (6, (P are pronounced as in mangle, rankle, and anchor.
H as the last letter in a word F everywhere else
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Practice exercises:
Write the alphabet several times. Think about the sound of the letters. Do not try to slavishly
imitate the printed letters. Try to develop a handwriting that is relaxed and natural for yourself.
Learn the letters and markings. Learn the terms (like dental). Be able to read Greek words.
Additional exercises can be found in the optional textbook 2, 7.
Simplified review of the sounds:
"! a
$#
b
.z
0/ 
87 l
:9 m
BA p
DC
rh
N M ph
P O ch

( ' ((() g (ng)
2 1 th
<; n
F,H E s
R Q ps

*) d
43
i
>=
x
JI
t
TS Ç

,+
65
@?
LK

e
k
o
ü

Using the glossary at the end of your textbook (or a dictionary), find meanings for:
$@L8,bT
$@b8@:"4
BX:BT
FTND@Fb<0
8bT
PVD4H
(\(<@:"4
D,JZ
8`(@H
READING for today: Learn the words.
1. z+< 1 DP±2 µ<3 Ò4 8`(@H5 . Gospel of John
2. }!<2DTB@H6 NbF,47 B@84J46Î<8 .è@<9 . Aristotle

1
2
3

preposition with the "dative" in.
Dative of DPZ beginning. The dative is used with ¦<.
Imperfect of the verb "to be" (,Æ:\), was: he/she/it was, there was.

4

The definite article in the nominative, masculine, singular, agreeing with 8`(@H, the.

5

word. Masculine, nominative (= subject) singular.

6

[the] human being, humanity. Masc. nom. sg.

7

by nature (dative)

8

socio-political (living in the B`84H), neuter, nom. adj. agreeing with .è@<.

9

animal, neuter nom. sing. Predicate noun with verb IS understood.
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Sample Quiz on the Alphabet

1. Fill in the missing letters:
" $ ( __ , . __ __ 4 6 8 : __ > @ B __ F/__ __ L __
__ __ R T

2.

Write the Greek letters for three labials ___________________
Write the seven Greek vowels ________________________________
___ Before ___ ___ ___ and ___ is pronounced ng.
The "h" sound is represented in Greek by the mark ___
J * 2 are a) palatals b) dentals c) nasals

3. Transliterate into the Roman alphabet:
*D:"
F60<Z

(8äFF"
NT<Z

>X<@H

$4$8\@<

Ò*`H

AD@:02,bH

4. Put into Greek letters:
dÇron
theos
sphinx
zÇn

4
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I?;?3
First Accent Rules
ultima = the last syllable
penult = the next to last syllable
antepenult = the syllable before the next to last
Most words have one accent mark.
1. There are three accent marks in Greek:
V ` \ (acute: a rising pitch) may fall on the ultima, penult, antepenult. It may fall on a long or short
vowel/diphthong.
Examples: 6"8`H, D,JZ, B"4*\@<, <2DTB@H
 Î Â (grave: the steady pitch) falls only on the ultima. It is used when a word accented with an
acute on the ultima is followed by another word without punctuation between them. Like the acute
in may fall on a long or a short.
Examples: Ò 6"8ÎH <2DTB@H, º 6"8¬ RLPZ, JÎ 6"8Î< B"4*\@<
 ä ± (circumflex: a rising-falling pitch) may fall on the ultima or penult, only on long
vowels/diphthongs.
Examples: *äD@<, Ò*@Ø
2. How far back an accent can go depends on the LENGTH OF THE ULTIMA:
SHORT ULTIMA: the acute can go on the antepenult, penult, or ultima: <2DTB@H,
B"4*\@<, Ò*`H. The circumflex can go on the penult: B8@ØJ@H, z!20<"Ã@H.
LONG ULTIMA: the only accent that can go on the penult is the acute: B8@bJ@L. If the
ultima is long, no accent can go further back that the penult: <2DfB@L.
Short means containing a short vowel or the diphthong -@4 or -"4 as ending (<2DTB@4,
<2DfB@4H). Long means containing a long vowel or diphthong.

3. The accent of verbs is recessive: it goes as far back as possible. That is, if the ultima is short,
the accent goes on the antepenult; if the ultima is long the accent goes on the penult.
Examples: $@b8@:"4, BX:B@:,<, $@L8,L`:,2", B"4*,b,4H
4. The accent of nouns is inherent: that is, it must be learned with each noun as a part of the word.
The accent of nouns is persistent: it stays in the same place unless it is forced to move forward in
the word by a change in the length of the ultima in different forms of the word.
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Examples: <2DTB@H, <2DTB@4 -- <2DfB@L, <2DfBT<
B8@ØJ@H, B8@ØJ@< -- B8@bJ@L, B8@bJå
5. __________________'s rule (fill in your own name, or the name of a fellow student):
IF

1. the ultima is short and
2. the penult is long and
3. the penult is accented,

THEN
the accent is the circumflex.
Examples: *äD@<, B8@ØJ@H, (<ä:"4
6. Study the paradigms in the book for additional examples. Always put in accents in your
exercises for additional practice.
Explain why each of these is wrong:
1. <2DTBT<
2. 8Î(@H
3. *äD@4H
4. <2DfB@H
5. JZ< F60<Z<
6. Ò*@H
READINGS for today.
3. 'DV::"JV ¦FJ4< ,Æ6@F4JXFF"D" BÎ J@L " :XPD4 J@Ø T. Dionysius Thrax
4. I`<@4 :¥< @Þ< ,ÆF4 JD,ÃH0 Ï>bH , $"DbH , B,D4FBf:,<@H . PD`<@4 *b@0 :"6DÎH 6"Â
$D"PbH . Dionysius Thrax
6"\ and
@Þ< therefore
:X< ... *X point to items being contrasted or listed
(DV::"J" letters
J`<@4 accents
Ï>bH acute
$"DbH grave
B,D4FBf:,<@H circumflex
PD`<@H (-@4 = pl. ending for the subject) time, quantity
:"6D`H long
$D"PbH short
Checklist: what you should know
1. Alphabet
3. Classification of letters
5. Accents
7. Nasal gamma

2. Punctuation
4. Diphthongs
6. Breathings
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ACCENTS: take home quiz (you may ask questions before you turn it in)
Do parts 1 and 3.
1. How far back can the accent go? Note -oi and -ai at the end count as short.
a)nqrwpoj a)nqrwpoi a)nqrwpou
a)nqrwpoij
logoj
log%
Eu)r ipidhj
Mhdeia Mhdeiaj Mhdei#
I) aswn I) asonoj
2. Listen and see if you can place the accent. What accent is it? This will be done in class
as a self-correct exercise.
A
) rgw
ai)w n ai)w noj
a)g wn a)g wnoj
au)t oj
au)t h au)t o
dafnh
moira
xrhma xrhmatoj
misoj misew
xwra
3. The vowel to be accented has a dot under it. See if you can choose the correct mark to use.
fqo?n oj
tau?r oj
tau?r ou
te?k non
prw?t oj
prw?t h
prw?t on
potamo?j
to?n potamo?n
po?teron u(fa?y w dw?ma numfiko?n puri/,
h)\ qhkto?n w)?s w fa?s ganon di) h)?p atoj [Mh/d eia 378-9]
gunh/

gunaiko?j
gunaiki?
gunai?k a
Kori?nqiai gunai?k ej, e)c h?l qon do?mwn...
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3
AISE+3E 1
Greek is a highly inflected1 language, meaning that it shows many changes in the forms of the words
to indicate the relationships of the words to each other.
The parts of speech in Greek are NOUNS (including ADJECTIVES), VERBS, PRONOUNS,
PARTICIPLES2 , THE ARTICLE, ADVERBS, prepositions, and conjunctions. All but the last two
are inflected.3 Greek also has interjections and PARTICLES which are sometimes hard to define
in terms of the traditional parts of speech.
1. z?<`:"J" (Nouns)
Nouns (and adjectives) show:
number (singular and plural4 ) (L<Z, (L<"Ã6,H (woman, women)
gender (Ò º J` or m, f, n)5 Ò*`H, Ò*@Ø, º
case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative) shows the grammatical relationship of nouns
(adjectives, pronouns) to other words in the sentence.
1a. Cases
The order of words, though important in some ways, is less significant grammatically in Greek than

1

Look up the word inflection in your dictionary. Ignore the definitions having to do with tone
or pitch and read the one marked "Grammar."
2

In English we do not consider the participle a separate part of speech, but part of the verb, a
verbal adjective in fact. The name participle comes from Latin parti- "part" + -ceps "taking" and
is, in turn, derived from Greek, :,J@PZ, "sharer, partaker" because participles partake of two parts
of speech, VERBS and ADJECTIVES.
3

Many adverbs were considered an inflection of the adjectives. They also usually change to
show the comparative (more -ly) and superlative (most -ly).
4

Greek also has some dual forms (for just two), but we will not worry about these just now.

5

This is both natural and grammatical. That is, men are masculine, women are feminine, things
are masculine, feminine, and neuter. The article (Ò º J`) is given with each noun to show what
forms of the article and what forms of adjectives are correct. }!<2DTB@4, the default human
beings, are masculine in Greek, as are mixed groups. A woman, when referring to herself with a
plural adjective, uses the masculine. Sometimes called the generic masculine plural. Certain types
of nouns belong to a particular group, as diminutives in -4@< even referring to people are neuter (e.g.
ET6D"J\*4@<, "little Socrates"). Although ancient Greek society was patriarchal and maledominated, there seems to be little or no gender bias inherent in the grammatical genders.
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it is in English. What tells you which word is subject and which is object is the ending of the noun.
Nouns are said to belong to DECLENSIONS, that is, the patterns of changes. There are three such
patterns (with quite a few variations) in Greek, first, second, third. Declensions are not the same
as gender. There are both feminine and masculine nouns in the first declension and all three genders
in the second and third declensions.
The CASES show what nouns (and pronouns and adjectives) are doing in the sentence. The case
endings show the relationships of nouns to other words in the sentence. There are four cases in
Greek (plus the vocative, which was not considered a case by the early grammarians):
Nominative: the case of the grammatical subject of the sentence (and anything that agrees
with the subject or renames it with a linking verb). The subject is the word that determines
the person and number of the verb. The verbs (\(<@:"4 (become), ,Æ:\ (be), N"\<@:"4
(seem) take the nominative case in the predicate.
Genitive: the case of one noun depending on another noun. The genitive is used for
possession (of), separation (from), and as object of verbs meaning "rule".
Dative: the case of the party interested in the action (for), the indirect object (with verbs
like give, speak: to), the instrument with which something is done (by, with), place where
(in, on, at), the object of verbs meaning "trust".
Accusative: the case of the direct object (the thing caused or most directly affected by the
verb), the end of motion (to, as in go to).
Vocative: the case of direct address, used to call someone a name or by name (often with
the Greek interjection ì, hey, yo, oh).
Practice exercises: Look up the following words and write down their definitions as grammatical
terms (in simple words that you and I can understand):
case
subject
object
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Summary of Case Endings:
In the chart the Greek letters are for endings for nouns in the first and second declensions.
NOMINATIVE
-0 -@H -@< -"4 -@4 -"
SUBJECT
PREDICATE NOUN / ADJECTIVE
GENITIVE
-0H -@L -T<
OF
SEPARATION (FROM)
WITH VERBS of RULING (DPT)
DATIVE
-® -å -"4H -@4H
TO / FOR
BY (means of)
WITH
WITH VERBS meaning "TRUST"
(B4FJ,bT, B,\2@:"4, m/p of B,\2T)
IN / AT
ACCUSATIVE
-0< -@< -"H -@LH -"
DIRECT OBJECT
TO, TOWARD
VOCATIVE
-" -, -@< -"4 -@4 -"
,ÆDZ<0 ê<2DTB, ( < ì <2DTB,)
º B`6D4F4H, ì N\8,, <X:@4H NXD,J"4. ()L8"<)
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Starting Greek -- Lesson 3: FORMS ("') NOUNS
Declensions:
Iº

-0 -0H -® -0<
-" -"H - -"<

º

-"4 -ä< -"4H -"H
The plurals are the same for all types

º
Ò
Ò

II Ò,º

-" -0H -® -"<
-0H -@L ® -0<
-"H -@L - -"<

-@H -@L -å -@<
-@< -@L -å -@<

J`

III Ò,º [-H] -@H -4 -" / -<
J` [-] -@H -4 [-]

-@4 -T< -@4H -@LH
-" -T< -@4H -"
-,H -T< -F4 -"H
-" -T< -F4 -"

Examples:
3

(<f:0 (º)
(<f:0H
(<f:®
(<f:0<

(<ä:"4
(<T:ä<
(<f:"4H
(<f:"H1

:@ÃD" (º)
:@\D"H
:@\D
:@ÃD"<

:@ÃD"4
:@4Dä<
:@\D"4H
:@\D"H

N
G
D
A

(<f:0, (<f:0H, º means of knowing, thought, opinion, maxim
:@ÃD", :@\D"H, º part, portion, lot, fate; pl. The Fates
òD", òD"H, º any fixed period of time, season, day, hour, time
F60<Z, F60<H, º tent, hut, stage building
:<Z:0, :<Z:0H, º memory, remembrance, memorial, archives
.TZ, .TH, º living, property; life, existence, way of life
.TZ as a term of affection, my life!
J@Ø $\@L .TZ (Plato)
Ò JH .TH PD`<@H (Inscription)
2"<VJ@L BXD4 6"Â .TH (Pindar) other dialects use -", -"H
1

How can you tell whether the " is long or short? Check accent rules.
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II

8`(@H (Ò)
8`(@L
8`(å
8`(@<

8`(@4
8`(T<
8`(@4H
8`(@LH

<2DTB@H (Ò,º)
<2DfB@L
<2DfBå
<2DTB@<
<2DTB,
§D(@< (J`)
§D(@L
§D(å
§D(@<

Ò*`H (º)
Ò*@\
Ò*@Ø
Ò*ä<
Ò*è
Ò*@ÃH
Ò*`<
Ò*@bH
A

N
G
D

<2DTB@4
<2DfBT<
<2DfB@4H
<2DfB@LH

§D("
§D(T<
§D(@4H
§D("

<2DTB@H, <2DfB@L, Ò,º human being, with article, humankind
used both of individuals and as a generic term
$\@H, $\@L, Ò life, mode of living (as opposed to .TZ, animal life), livelihood, the
world, a life, biography
§D(@<, §D(@L, J` work, deed, work of industry, action, thing
8`(@H, 8`(@L, Ò computation, accounts, measure, esteem, relation, correspondence,
regard, proportion, explanation, pretext, plea, case, statement of a theory,
argument, rule, principle, law, reason, formulae, debate, narrative, story,
speech, verbal expression, phrase, tradition, oracle, subject, phrase, language,
word
Ò*`H, Ò*@Ø, º way, road, journey, manner

Ò B,DÂ 2,ä< 8`(@H (title of a book by Protagoras)
*4FF@Â 8`(@4 8X(@<J"4 ...
Ò*ÎH Ê,DV The sacred way from Athens to Eleusis
<2DTB@H ¦> Ò*@Ø
ê<2DTB, = ì <2DTB, hey, fellow; hey man
@Ê BÎ J@Ø $\@L (those who are not philosophers)
§D(@< @Û*¥< Ð<,4*@H, ,D(\0 *X J' Ð<,4*@H
§D(@< PD0:VJT< interest ("the work of money")
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III Third Declension -- examples

<ZD (Ò)
<*D`H
<*D\
<*D"
<,D

<*D,H
<*Dä<
<*DVF4
<*D"H

(L<Z (º)
(L<"Ã6,H
(L<"46`H (L<"46ä<
(L<"46\
(L<"4>\
(L<"Ã6" (L<"Ã6"H
(b<"4

B`84H (º)
B`8,TH
B`8,4
B`84<

B`8,4H
B`8,T<
B`8,F4
B`8,4H

$"F48,bH (Ò)
$"F48XTH
$"F48,Ã
$"F48X"

BD(:" (J`)
BDV(:"J@H
BDV(:"J4
BD(:"

$"F48H (-eij)
$"F48XT<
$"F48,ØF4
$"F48X"H

BDV(:"J"
(X<@H (J`) (X<0
BD"(:VJT<
(X<@LH
(,<ä<
BDV(:"F4
(X<,4
(X<,F4
BDV(:"J"
(X<@H
(X<0

<ZD, <*D`H, Ò man
$"F48,bH, $"F48XTH, Ò king
(X<@H, (X<@LH, J` race, kind, birth
(L<Z, (L<"46`H, º woman
Ð<@:", Ï<`:"J@H, J` name
B`84H, B`8,TH, º city-state
BD(:", BDV(:"J@H, J` thing, Pl. troubles, affairs
PD:", PDZ:"J@H, J@ thing, Pl. money
<2DfBT< ... <*Dä< ²*¥ (L<"46ä< (Homer)
J ¦> <2DfBT< BDV(:"J" (Plato) "all the troubles in the world"
B"J¬D <*Dä< J, 2,ä< J, (Homer)
)4ÎH ((,8@4 ²*¥ 6"Â <*Dä< (Homer)
B@88@Â :¥< <2DTB@4, Ï8\(@4 *¥ <*D,H (Herodotus)
(L<"Ã6,H 6"Â B"D2X<@4 (Xenophon)
BD(:" ¦FJ\ :@4 "it concerns me"
@Û*X< BD(:", ì Ef6D"J,H (Plato) "doesn't matter, Socrates"
JÎ :X(" BD(:" ¦< J± B`8,4 (a person of consequence...)
<¬D (D <*D" 6"Â B`84H Fæ.,4 B`84< (Menander)
B`84H <*D" *4*V6,4 (Simonides)
BV<JT< PD0:VJT< :XJD@< ¦FJÂ< <2DTB@H, Jä< :¥< Ï<JT< ñH §FJ4<, Jä< *¥ @Û6
Ð<JT< ñH @Û6 §FJ4<. (Protagoras)
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READINGS FOR TODAY
4. I@Ø *¥ 8`(@L :XD0 ¦FJÂ< Ï6Jf0 Ð<@:", {D:", :,J@PZ, D2D@<, <JT<L:\", BD`2,F4H,
¦B\DD0:", Fb<*,F:@H. )4@<bF4@H 1D>
J@Ø 8`(@L
genitive of the article and noun (see R 1)
:XD0 "parts"
¦FJ4< "is, are"
Ï6Jf cf. octo in Latin (this is a number: figure!)
Ð<@:" "name" i.e. "noun" {D:" "verb"
:,J@PZ "participle" D2D@< "article"
<JT<L:\" "pronoun"
BD`2,F4H "preposition"
¦B\DD0:" "adverb"
Fb<*,F:@H "conjunction"
5. 'X<0 :¥< @Þ< ¦FJ4 JD\"0 DF,<46`<, 208L6`<, @Û*XJ,D@<.
(X<@H pl. (X<0 "gender(s)" "kind(s)"
DF,<46`<, 208L6`<, @Û*XJ,D@< "m., f., n."
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4
?<`:"J" 2
The Article the
Singular

N
G
D
A

Plural

M

F

N

M

F

Ò
J@Ø
Jè
J`<

º
JH
J±
JZ<

J`
J@Ø
Jè
J`

@Ê
"Ê
Jä< Jä<
J@ÃH J"ÃH
J@bH JVH

N
JV
Jä<
J@ÃH
JV

First and Second Declensions -- endings
First (type 1) -0

N
G
D
A

S
-0
-0H
-®
-0<

(type 2) -"
Pl
-"4
-ä<
-"4H
-"H

S
-"
-"H
-
-"<

Pl
-"4
-ä<
-"4H
-"H

There are three other variations. These two types are feminine nouns, but there are some masculine
nouns of the first declension too.
Second (type 1) -@H
(type 2) -@<
S
Pl
S
Pl
N
-@H
-@4
-@<
-"
G
-@L
-T<
-@L
-T<
D
-å
-@4H
-å
-@4H
A
-@<
-@LH
-@<
-"
V
-,
The nouns of type 1 are masculine and feminine. Those of type 2 are neuter.
Vocabulary: Each word is given with the nominative and the genitive, followed by the article in
the nominative. The article is used to tell you what gender the noun is and what adjectives will
agree with it. If the article is º that means that the forms in the middle column (º, JH, J±, JZ<)
go with the forms of the noun. The nominative and genitive together establish the pattern the noun
follows. For example 8`(@H, 8`(@L belongs to type 1. Later you may learn another type of noun
that goes (X<@H, (X<@LH: these belong to a different type even though their nominative singular is
the same as the second declension.
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8Z2,4", 802,\"H, º
truth
<V(60, <V(60H, º
necessity
<2DTB@H, <2DfB@L, Ò human being, pl. people
D,JZ, D,JH, º
goodness, excellence
DPZ, -H, º beginning, rule
$\@H, $\@L, Ò life, living
$@L8Z, $@L8H, º will, deliberation, council, Senate
(<f:0, (<f:0H, º means of knowing, thought
*\60, *\60H, º justice, lawsuit
*äD@<, *fD@L, J` gift
,ÆDZ<0, ,ÆDZ<0H, º peace
§D(@<, §D(@L, J` work, deed
º:XD", º:XD"H, º day
2V<"J@H, 2"<VJ@L, Ò death
2,`H, 2,@Ø, Ò, º god, God
2,V, 2,H, º goddess, Goddess
8`(@H, 8`(@L, Ò word, reason, story
:@ÃD", :@\D"H, º fate, portion
<F@H, <ZF@L, º island
<`:@H, <`:@L, Ò law, custom
>X<@H, >X<@L, Ò stranger, friend from a foreign country
Ò*`H, Ò*@Ø, º road, way
@Æ6\", @Æ6\"H, º building, house
@É6@H, @Ç6@L, Ò house, family
@ßD"<`H, @ÛD"<@Ø, Ò sky, heaven
B"4*\@<, B"4*\@L, J` small child, slave
B`8,:@H, B@8X:@L, Ò war
F60<Z, F60<H, º tent, stage
N\80, N\80H º friend
N48\", N48\"H, º friendliness
N\8@H, N\8@L, Ò friend
PD`<@H, PD`<@L, Ò time
RLPZ, RLPH, º soul, breath
òD", òD"H, º hour, time
88V but
6"\ and, even, also, in fact
³ or
...*X and, but
...:X< ... *X indicate items in a contrast or list
Study the vocabulary. Recite the three parts together.
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Practice exercises:
1. Go over the list and tell which type each noun belongs to.
2. Find two feminine nouns of the second declension. Decline one of them with the article. Hint
the article will be º, JH, J±. The noun will end in -@H, -@L, -å.
3. Derivatives: find the Greek word in the list above from which each of the following is derived:
proscenium
synchronize
Uranium
metempsychosis
ephemeral
ecology
microbe
archaeology
gnomic
Theodore
thanatopsis
polemical
misanthrope
energy
Polynesia

READING S

1. BH Ò $\@H F60<Z. Euripides

BH all Understand IS.

2. $\@H $\@L *,`:,<@H @Û6 §FJ4< $\@H. Menander
*,`:,<@H lacking @Û6 §FJ4< is not

3. z+< DP± µ< Ò 8`(@H, 6"Â Ò 8`(@H µ< BDÎH JÎ< 2,`<, 6"Â 2,ÎH µ< Ò 8`(@H.
Gospel of John
µ< "he, she, it, there was" BD`H (+ acc.) with, to, in the presence of. In the
last part, there are two nouns in the nominative, 2,`H and 8`(@H. You can tell
which is the subject (the one you translate before is/was) and which is the
predicate noun (the one you translate after is/was) by seeing which one has the
article. The one with the article is the subject.
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AL8V*01 , F,2 (D3 *¬4 BDäJ@<5 <2DfBT< ¦(ã6
B4FJÎ<7 <@:\.T8 6"Â N\8@< >X<@< J'9 ¦:@\10 . Euripides, Electra

4.

5. z+< DP± ¦B@\0F,<11 Ò 2,ÎH JÎ< @ÛD"<Î< 6"Â J¬< (<12 .

1
2

Genesis

Pylades, a name in the vocative. The speaker is Orestes.
you, acc. (after the verb)

3

* a particle, meaning because, for. In the context the speaker uses the particle to say ["I'm
saying this] because ..."
4

another particle, used for emphasis truly

5

first, acc. agrees with F,.

6

I, nom. subject.

7
8

faithful, loyal, agrees with F,.
The verb. I think, I consider, a verb derived from <`:@H.

and for J,; 6"\ ... J, both ... and. Translate J, before the word it comes after. 6"\ __!__
__#__ J, means "both A and B."
9

10

to me, translate after B4FJ`<.

11

The verb, (he/she/it/they) made. Aorist tense of B@4XT.

12

earth ( (H, º ((±, (<).
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Greek without pain pain pain
So how painful is mindless repetitive work? Well, less painful than feeling lost, I guess. The
thing is you have to work it out for yourself.
Work sheet on putting together the nouns and articles:
1. How can you tell which articles agree with which nouns?
LLook at the vocabulary lists.
2. Try these exercises:
plou=toj, plou/tou, o( wealth 2nd decl. -oj -ou, masc. or o( noun
Nom. o( plou=t oj
oi( plou=t oi
Gen. tou= plou/tou
tw=n _________
Dat. ___ ________
____ _________
Acc. ___ ________
____ __________
Forget the vocative. Don’t worry about accents.
The thing about declensions is that all the words in the same declension have the same
changes. When you learn the vocabulary word then you also learn the declension because
only one kind goes -oj -ou. Then you learn an article with each one, and that tells you which
articles go with the different forms.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.

h( di/kh
th=j di/khj
___ ________
___ ________

___ ________
tw=n dikw=n
____ _________
____ __________

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.

h( o(do/j
th=j o(dou=
t$= o(d%=
___ ________

___ ________
___ ________
____ _________
ta\j o(dou/j

The noun o(do/j belongs to the second declension, type 1. It is feminine. All that means is
that its article (and any adjectives) are feminine.
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Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.

to\ e)/rgon
____________
___ ________
___ ________

___ ________
___ ________
____ _________
ta\ e)rga

3.
Try a few more:
1st declension type 2. Okay, how do you know if -a is for neuter plural or feminine singluar,
well, you know the word. You are not sure, then you can check in the list. Remember we
are just starting. But if the first form of the word ends in -a and the second in -aj and the
article is h( then it won’t have any forms in the neuter plural. On the other hand, if it is an
-on, -ou, to/ word then the -a ending means nominiative or accusative plural.

Nom. h( fili/a

___ ________

Gen. th=j fili/aj
Dat. ___ ________
Acc. ___ ________

tw=n _______
____ _________
ta\j fili/aj thank goodness for the article!
how could we tell the gen. sg. from the acc. plural!?

Practice declining with the article: Find the right pattern and article in the list on p. 12.

oi)k
= oj
boulh/
paidi/on
For a real challenge try nh=soj. What gender is it? ________. What declension? __________
4. Challenge: Figure out which form of the article goes with each:
1 pole/mou
8. lo/goij___ e)r
/ goij ___
2. a)retai/
9. gnw/m$ ___ moi/r# ___
3. e)/rga
10. qana/twn ___ a)rxw=n ___ e)r
/ gwn ___
4. lo/g%
11. qea/ ___ nh=soj ___ ei)rh/nh ___
5. boulh=j
12. a)na/gkaj ___ fili/aj ___ fili/aj ___
6. ou)ranou/j
13. no/moj ___ o(do/j ___
7. skhnh/n
14. qea=j ___ qea/j ___
PHRASES
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Prepositions further define the case uses. For example the accusative is used for place to which;
the dative for place in which, and the genitive for place from which. The meaning of the
preposition will sometimes depend on what case follows it.
ACC ,ÆH

into + terminal accusative

DIRECTION TO

DAT ¦<

in, on + locative dative

PLACE WHERE

B"DV alongside, near
GEN
DAT
ACC

from (a place) near
beside (at a place near)
to (a place) near

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

DAT Fb< = >b<

with

ACCOMPANIMENT
B,D\ about, around

GEN
ACC

concerning, about
around, near, with regard to

BD`H face to face, facing
GEN
DAT
ACC

from
at, near, toward
to, toward

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

GEN B`

away from, from

SEPARATION

GEN ¦6/¦> out of, from

SEPARATION

*4V through
GEN
ACC

through
because of, on account of

EXERCISES
The prepositions are also used as prefixes.
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1. Derivatives
A. Prefixes with Ò*`H: identify the prefix in these
Ex. method < :,JV "after"
period
synod
exodus
parodos
,ÇF@*@H
B. Prefixes with 8`(@H. Using the new prefixes, find words using 8`(@H (English -logy
or -logue). Examples: analogue, analogy, prologue, epilogue, catalogue.
C. Choose one preposition and look it up in the Greek dictionary. Write down its
meanings and collect phrases using it. Collect ten compound words in Greek. Try to
find five English words using the prefix.
2. Why prepositions are so difficult: prepositions are used idiomatically in phrases. To grasp
how difficult they are, look up one English preposition in the dictionary and consider how many
meanings and uses it has.
3. Phrases: translate these.:

N' (BÎ) ËBBT< (ËBB@H horse)
BÎ J@bJ@L J@Ø PD`<@L (J@bJ@L this, masc. gen. sg.)
JÎ .< BÎ B@8X:@L (JÎ .< to live)
BÎ Jä< @Æ6\T<
@Ê BÎ 2,ä< [<2DTB@4] (descended from)
*4 FB\*@H µ82, (FB\H, FB\*@H, º shield µ82, it went)
*4 <L6J`H (<b>, <L6J`H, º night)
*4 (JH) B@88ä< º:,Dä< Ò*@Ø (B@88ä< many, fem. gen. pl.)
)4ÎH :,(V8@L *4 $@L8VH (-,bH, )4`H, Ò Zeus :,(V8@L great masc. gen. sg.)
*4 J@ØJ@ (this neut. acc. sg.)
¦H (,ÆH) B`*"H ¦6 6,N"8H (B@bH, B@*`H, Ò foot 6,N"8Z, -H, º head)
,ÆH Ò*`<
,ÆH E46,8\"<
B"4*,b,4< ,ÆH J¬< D,JZ< (B"4*,b,4< to train, to educate)
¦< EBVDJ®
¦< ÏD(± (ÏD(Z, -H, º anger)
¦< J± <ZFå
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¦6 EBVDJ0H N,b(,4 (N,b(,4 he/she flees, is in exile)
¦6 2L:@Ø N\8,@< (= ¦N\8@L< I loved)
¦6 B"4*`H (~ B"4*\@L)
Ò ¦6 Jä< <`:T< PD`<@H (in accordance with)
Ò ¦> Ò*@Ø <2DTB@H
B"D J@×H N\8@LH
8`(@H ¦FJÂ B"D' z!20<"\T< (z!20<"Ã@H Athenian)
J B"D' ¦:@\ (¦:@\ to me, dat. sg.)
B"D <`:@< (in transgression of, contrary to)
B"D (<f:0<
B,DÂ RLPH, B,DÂ NbF,TH (NbF4H, NbF,TH, º nature)
B,DÂ B"JDÎH §D,F2"4 (B"JZD, B"JD`H, Ò father §D,F2"4 to inquire, ask)
B,DÂ <,6DÎ< ËBB@LH ³8"F"< (<,6D`H, -@Ø, Ò ³8"F"<)
@Ê B,DÂ }!<LJ@<
BD`H J, 2,ä< BD`H J, <2DfBT< (before) (...J, ...J, both ... and)
BDÎH B"\*T< (~ B"4*\T<) (in the name of, by)
"Ê BDÎH 2"8VJJ® B`8,4H (2V8"JJ", 2"8VJJ0H, º the sea B`8,4H nom. pl. <
B`84H, B`8,TH, º city-state)
JÎ BDÎH B@F\ (B@F\ < B@bH foot)
BDÎH »84@< (facing)
BDÎH JÎ< "Û8`< (in accompaniment to "Û8`H, -@Ø, Ò flute)
BDÎH J"ØJ" (in view of this)
BDÎH J\ :, J"ØJ' ¦DTJH (what are you getting at?)
F×< 2,è (with the help of)
F×< *\6®
³8L2, (= µ82, he/she came) F×< 9,<,8Vå (Menelaus)
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6
Nouns and Adjectives and the Verb “to be”
I The verb "to be": an irregular verb to be memorized.
Present
,Æ:\
¦F:X<
I am
we are
,É
¦FJX
you are
you (ye) are
¦FJ\
,ÆF\
he/she/it is
they are, there are
there is, they are
,É<"4 (infinitive)
to be, being [gerund]
Imperfect
µ
µ:,<
µF2" µJ,
µ<
µF"<
Future
§F@:"4
¦F`:,2"
§F,4
§F,F2,
§FJ"4 §F@<J"4
§F,F2"4

I was
we were
you were
you (ye) were
she/he/it was
they were, there were
there was, they were
I will be
we will be
you will be
you (ye) will be
he/she/it will be
they will be
to be (to be going to be)

Note that ,Æ:\ is used with the nominative in the predicate.
II Adjectives in

1. -@H -0 -@< (first and second declension)
2. -@H -" -@< (used if the base ends in , 4 D1)
3. -@H -@< (compounds)
Adjectives agree with their nouns in gender, number, and case.
Some adjectives have just the -@H -@< endings. Most compound adjectives are of this
type. They use the -@H endings for both masculine and feminine.

Endings
1.
M
-@H
-@L
-å
-@<

1

F
-0
-0H
-®
-0<

N
-@<
-@L
-å
-@<

M
-@4
-T<
-@4H
-@LH

F
-"4
-T<
-"4H
-"H

N
-"
-T<
-@4H
-"

<X@H, <X", <X@<; :46D`H, :46DV, :46D`<; N\84@H, N48\", N\84@<.
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2.

M
-@H
-@L
-å
-@<

3.

M,F
-@H
-@L
-å
-@<

F
-"
-"H
-
-"<

N
-@<
-@L
-å
-@<

M
-@4
-T<
-@4H
-@LH

N
-@<
-@L
-å
-@<

M,F
-@4
-T<
-@4H
-@LH

F
-"4
-T<
-"4H
-"H

N
-"
-T<
-@4H
-"

N
-"
-T<
-@4H
-"

Positions of the Adjective:
1. Attributive:
article-adjective noun
ALSO: article noun article-adjective
noun article-adjective

2. Predicate (add is/are to your translation):
adjective article-noun
article-noun adjective
Vocabulary: Adjectives. The forms given are the nominative in the different genders.
("2`H, ("2Z, ("2`< good
*46@H, *46@< unjust
2V<"J@H, 2V<"J@< deathless, immortal
8@(@H, 8@(@< unreasonable, irrational
>4@H, >\", >4@< worthy
D4FJ@H, D\FJ0, D4FJ@< best
*,4<`H, *,4<Z, *,4<`< terrible, clever
*\6"4@H, *46"\", *\6"4@< just
6"6`H, 6"6Z, 6"6`< bad, evil
6"8`H, 6"8Z, 6"8`< beautiful, good
6@4<`H, 6@4<Z, 6@4<`< common, in common
:46D`H, :46DV, :46D`< small (also F:46D`H)
:`<@H, :`<0, :`<@< alone, only
<X@H, <X", <X@< new, young
BDäJ@H, BDfJ0, BDäJ@< first
F@N`H, F@NZ, F@N`< wise
N\84@H, N48\", N\84@< friendly to (+ dat.)
N\8@H, N\80, N\8@< dear, beloved, [one's] own
P"8,B`H, P"8,BZ, P"8,B`< difficult
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PD0FJ`H, PD0FJZ, PD0FJ`< good, useful
Position of the Adjective: Exercises: Translate the phrases and sentences
1. ATTRIBUTIVE The _____ _____ ...

º F60<Z
º 6"8¬ F60<Z
º F60<Z º 6"8¬

F60<Z º 6"8¬

º <X" F60<Z

JÎ *äD@<
JÎ :46DÎ< *äD@<
JÎ *46@< *äD@<

Ò >X<@H
Ò F@NÎH >X<@H

2. PREDICATE The _______ IS/ARE ________.
º F60<Z 6"8¬
<X" º F60<Z
JÎ *äD@< :46DÎ<
JÎ *äD@< *46@<

*46@< JÎ *äD@<

F@NÎH Ò >X<@H

Ò >X<@H F@NÎH

EXAMPLES:
Ò *46@H 8`(@H NXD,4 B8@ØJ@<.
Ò 8`(@H *46@H.
@Ê 6"6@Â <2DTB@4 J@ÃH B"4*\@4H *4*`"F4 :46D *äD".
Ò P"8,BÎH $\@H ...
P"8,BÎH Ò J@Ø <2DfB@L $\@H.
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READINGS
1. 6@4<V JV Jä< N\8T<. Plato
JV + the genitive, the possessions of
2. 2V<"J@H Ò 2V<"J@H ¦FJ4<. Amphis (comicus)
3. BV<J" (D @Û 6"6`H ,Æ:4. Homer
* @Û not BV<J" at all things, accusative of respect * (D for: it comes second in the
sentence, but translate it first.
4. :X(" $4$8\@<, :X(" 6"6`<.
* $4$8\@<, -@L, J` book :X(" neut. nom. sg. big

Callimachus

5. ©< (D 6"Â *b@ 6"Â JD\" 6"Â JXFF"D" *X6" (\(<,J"4. Sextus Empiricus (\(<,J"4
become, add up to
The numbers from 1-12: 1 ,ÍH, :\", ª< 2 *b@ 3 JD,ÃH, JD\" 4 JXFF"D,H, JXFF"D"
5 BX<J, 6 ª> 7 ©BJV 8 Ï6Jf 9 ¦<<X" 10 *X6" 11 ª<*,6" 12 *f*,6"
6. P"8,BV J 6"8. Greek proverb
The article can be used with adjectives alone (without any noun). The gender of the article +
adjective tells you what word to supply: neuter singular > thing, neuter plural > things; masculine
singular > man, masculine plural > men, people; feminine singular > woman; feminine plural >
women.

7. P"8,BÎ< Ò $\@H. Xenophon
P"8,B`< is neuter nominative in the predicate position. It implies "thing."
8. ET6DVJ0H (D F@NÎH µ< 6"Â *\6"4@H. Aristotle
9. @ÛPÂ *f*,6V ,ÆF4< ôD"4 JH º:XD"H; John
* @Û, @Û6, @ÛP, @ÛP\ not
10. Ò <X@H §FJ"4 <X@H. Greek proverb
11. Ò ("2ÎH <2DTB@H ¦6 J@Ø ("2@Ø 20F"LD@Ø ¦6$V88,4 ("2V 6"Â Ò B@<0DÎH
<2DTB@H ¦6 J@Ø B@<0D@Ø 20F"LD@Ø ¦6$V88,4 B@<0DV. Matthew
20F"LD`H, -@Ø, Ò treasury, treasure
¦6$V88,4 he/she casts out, produces
B@<0D`H, B@<0DV, B@<0D`< wicked
12. Ò *¥ <,>XJ"FJ@H $\@H @Û $4TJÎH <2DfBå. Plato
<,>XJ"FJ@H -@< unexamined
$4TJ`H -`< liveable, worth living
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7
VERBS: An overview
1. The characteristics of verbs in Greek (what the endings show):
person
number
tense voice mood1
Verbs are defined by these characteristics.
Person: the endings change to show the subject. Subject pronouns (like I, you, he, she, it, they,
we) are not grammatically necessary and are used for emphasis. For example:
B"bT I'm stopping B"b,4H you're stopping
B"b,4 she is stopping, he is stopping, it is stopping, they are stopping2 In order to make
the vague third person subject clear, a noun or proper name in the nominative is often added
unless it can be figured out from the context. Then B"b,4 is translated _____ is stopping, stops.

Number: singular, (dual), or plural.
B"bT I am stopping
B"b,4H you are stopping
B"b,4 he/she is stopping

The endings change to show I, we, she, they etc.
B"b@:,< we are stopping
B"b,J, you (ye) are stopping
B"L`LF4 they are stopping

Tense: time (past, present, future) and aspect (in progress, single act, completed action). There
are seven tenses in Greek:
Present (imperfect) -- action going on in the present
"I am ____ing"
(Past) Imperfect -- action going on in the past
"I was ____" "I used to ____"
Future -- action going on or single action in the future
"I am going to ____" "I shall/will ____"
Aorist single action in the past (indicative)
"I ____ed" In other moods -- single action (past time is not implied)
(Present) Perfect -- completed action in the present
"I have finished ____" "I am in a state of ____"
Pluperfect -- completed action in the past
"I had finished ____" "I was in a state of ____"
Future Perfect -- completed action in the future
"I will have finished ____" "I will be in a state of"
Infinitives (for example) show the ASPECT:
Present (\(<,F2"4 to be in the process of becoming
1

Mood shows the manner of the action as perceived by the speaker or writer. The moods are
indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative; infinitives and participles are treated as moods. For now we will deal only
with the indicative and infinitive.
2

A neuter plural subject takes a singular verb.
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Aorist (,<XF2"4 to become
VOICE: Shows the relation of the subject to the action of the verb. Active: the subject does
the action. Middle: the subject does the action to or for him/herself.
Active: "I stop" [something]
Middle: "I cease" [i.e. "stop myself" doing something]
Passive: "I am being stopped" [from doing something by somebody or something else]
In the present, imperfect, and perfect tenses the middle and passive have the same form. That
means that you can translate them either way, unless there is a CONTEXT that tells you which is
meant. In the aorist and future there are separate forms for middle and passive.

Some verbs to learn
8bT Active release Middle ransom Passive be released
(DVNT Active write Middle take notes Passive be written
B"bT Active stop Middle cease (stop what one is doing) Passive be stopped
BX:BT Active send Middle send for Passive be sent
NXDT Active bring Middle bring along for one's own use Passive be brought
B"4*,bT Active educate, train Middle have someone educated (as parents have their children
educated, i.e. send the to school) Passive be (in the process of being) trained
B,\2T Active persuade Middle trust (persuade oneself) Passive trust (am persuaded)
Exercise (DVNT: active, write; middle, take notes; passive be written. Try this exercise to see
if you have any questions.
Identify (using abbreviations: PR = present; IM P = imperfect; FUT = future; AOR = aorist; PF = perfect;
PPF = pluperfect; FPF = future perfect and A = active; M = middle; P = passive) the tense and voice of
each form of the verb to write.

1.
3.
5.
6.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

I am writing
2. it is being written
I am taking notes
4. it is written (for all time)
written (i.e. participle, "after being written")
it was written
7. it was being written
I have written
9. I had written (I had gotten it written)
I will have written
it will have been written
I had taken notes
I will take notes
it will be written
I wrote
I took notes
(the things) to be written
They want to keep writing (to be writing).
They want to write.
They want to take notes -- to be taking notes.
We want this to be written (once) -- to be written (over and over).
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READINGS
1. AD`FTB" JD\", BDäJ@<, *,bJ,D@<, JD\J@<0 BDäJ@< N' @â Ò 8`(@H, *,bJ,D@< BDÎH
Ô< Ò 8`(@H, JD\J@< B,DÂ @â Ò 8`(@H. Dionysius Thrax
BD`FTB@< face, mask, person *,bJ,D@H -" -@< second
JD\J@H -0 -@<
third N' = B`
@â whom genitive of the relative pronoun, masculine
Ó< whom accusative of the
1
relative pronoun, masculine
2. {C:" *¥ NT<¬ FL<2,J¬ F0:"<J46¬ :,J PD`<@L ... JÎ :¥< (D <2DTB@H ´ 8,L6`<
@Û F0:"\<,4 JÎ B`J,, JÎ *¥ $"*\.,4 ´ $,$V*46,< BD@FF0:"\<,4 JÎ :¥< JÎ< BVD@<J"
PD`<@< JÎ *¥ JÎ< B"D,808L2`J".
Diogenes Laertius
{D:" verb
NT<Z utterance
FL<2,J@H -0 -@< intelligible
F0:"<J46`H -0 -@< meaningful JÎ B`J, "the when"
:,JV (+ gen.) with (+ acc.) after
JÎ :X< ... J` *X the one ... the other
BVDT< present
B"D,808L2fH having gone by

1

ÓH
@â
ø
Ó<

º
½H
Á
»<

Ó
@â
ø
Ó

who which that

@Ê
ô<
@ÍH
@àH

"Ê
ô<
"ÍH
H


ô<
@ÍH


who which that

whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that

whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that
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The Present Active and Middle-Passive
Indicative and Infinitive
ENDINGS for the present indicative and infinitive:
Indicative
Active ------- Middle/Passive
-T
-@:"4
-,4H
-,4
-,4
-,J"4
-@:,<
-`:,2"
-,J,
-,F2,
-@LF4(<)
-@<J"4

-,4<

Infinitive
-,F2"4

I
you (thou)
he, she, it
we
you (y'all, ye)
they

to

Add these endings to the present stem which you find by taking off the -T (-@:"4 for deponents)
from the form given in the vocabulary.
4. How to translate the present: BX:B,4H "you send", "you are sending". BX:B,4H; "are you
sending?" "do you send?". BX:B,J"4 "she/he is being sent" (passive); "she/he is sending for"
[something] (middle)
5. Deponent verbs: some verbs have no active forms (or no active forms in certain tenses).
They use only the middle/passive endings, but are translated as if they were active. Some
deponent verbs are:
$@b8@:"4
(\(<@:"4 (has active forms in the perfect tense)
§DP@:"4 (has active forms in the aorist and perfect tenses)
Vocabulary
(T lead, drive, bring
6@bT hear (+ gen.)
DPT begin, rule (+ gen.)
$V88T throw
$@L8,bT plan
$@b8@:"4 wish, want (+ inf.)
(\(<@:"4 become, be, be born (+ nom.)
*XP@:"4 receive
¦2X8T be willing
§DP@:"4 come, go
§PT have
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2bT sacrifice
6D\<T judge
8":$V<T take
8X(T say, mean, speak
8,\BT leave
:"<2V<T learn, understand
:X<T remain
<@:\.T think, believe
BVFPT suffer
BDVJJT do, make
B4FJ,bT trust (+ dat.)
6"\...6"\ both...and
³...³ either...or
PRACTICE: write the present active and middle-passive of any three of the verbs in -T; write
the present middle-passive of any one deponent.
Ex. BX:BT BX:B,4H BX:B,4 BX:B@:,< B,:B,J, BX:B@LF4
BX:B,4<
BX:B@:"4 BX:B,4 BX:B,J"4 B,:B`:,2" BX:B,F2, BX:B@<J"4
BX:B,F2"4
Recite the conjugation (the forms in order) of the other verbs. Always think about the meanings.
READINGS
1. Ò 2,ÎH Ð<@:" @Û6 §P,4 ñH <2DTB@H.
Ð<@:", Ï<`:"J@H, J` name
Ð<@:" Ï<`:"J@H Ï<`:"J4 Ð<@:"
Ï<`:"J" Ï<@:VJT< Ï<`:"F4 Ï<`:"J"
ñH like, as
2. B`<@H B`<å B`<@< NXD,4.
B`<@H toil, hardship, labor

Eusebius

Sophocles

3. *äD" 2,@×H B,\2,4.
Neuter plural subjects take a singular verb.

Greek proverb

4. ¦< <L6JÂ $@L8¬ J@ÃH F@N@ÃF4 (= F@N@ÃH) (\(<,J"4.
<b>, <L6J`H, <L6J\, <b6J" night
5. Jä< ("2ä< ¦FJ4 J :¥< ¦< RLP±, J *¥ ¦< Ff:"J4, J *¥ ¦6J`H. Plato (In Diogenes
Laertius)
J :¥< ... J *X some ... others (things)
Fä:", Ff:"J@H, Ff:"J4, Fä:" body
¦6J`H outside
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Verb Exercise: Translate each form:
(DVNT
(DVN,J"4
(DVN@:"4
(DVN@:,<
(DVN@<J"4
(DVN,4<
(`:,2"
6@bT
DP@<J"4
$V88@:,<
$@L8,L`:,2"
$@b8@:"4
$@L8`:,2"

(,J,
6@b@:"4
DP,4
$V88,F2"4
$@L8,b@LF4(<)
$@b8,4
$@b8,J"4

(\(<,4
*,P`:,2"
¦2X8@LF4
§DP,F2,
§P@LF4

(\(<,F2,
*XP@<J"4
¦2X8,4<
§DP,F2"4
§P,4

2b,J,
2b@<J"4
6D\<@:,<
8":$V<,4<
8X(@LF4
8,\B,4<

2b,F2,
2b@LF4
6D4<`:,2"
8":$V<,J,
8X(T
8,\B,F2"4

:"<2V<,J,
:X<@:,<
<@:4.`:,2"
BVFP,4H
BDVJJ,J"4
B4FJ,b,4

:"<2V<@:,<
:X<,4<
<@:\.,4H;
BVFP@LF4
BDVJJ,J,
B4FJ,L`:,2"

B@88 :"<2V<,J,; <"\, :"<2V<@:,< B@88 6"Â 6"8V.
Ò ("2ÎH B"J¬D @Û 2b,4 J B"4*\".
:`<0 8,\B,J"4 ¦< J± <0Fè.
$@b8,4 Jä< F@Nä< 6@b,4<;
J B"4*\" NXD,4 :46D@×H 8\2@LH.
"Ê F@N"Â ¦2X8@LF4< ,ÆDZ<0< (,4<.
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Sentences from your fellow students: "Ê Jä< :"20Jä< (<ä:"4
NXDT J *äD".
(DVN@:,< J@×H 6"8@×H 8`(@LH.
B"b@:"4 (DVNT<.
A8VJT< (DVN,4 B,DÂ J@Ø F@N@Ø <2DfB@L.
Ò *,4<ÎH >X<@H B,\2,4 J@×H 8`(@LH <2DfB@LH.
JÎ $4$8\@< (DVNT.
Ò 6"8ÎH >X<@H :"<2V<,4.
JÎ B"4*\@< B"4*,b@:,<.
B"b@:,< B`8,:@<. NXD@:,< ,ÆDZ<0<.
(T <2DTB@< ,ÆH J¬< D,JZ<.
Ò J@Ø 2"<VJ@L 2,ÎH 8":$V<,4 6"Â $\@< 6"Â ,ÆDZ<0< <2DfB@L.
BX:BT J¬< ¦B4FJ@8¬< B"D J¬< $@L8Z<.
Ò 8@(@H ËBB@H B"D J± @Æ6\ B"b,4.
(D"N`:,2" B,DÂ J@Ø 8`(@L J@Ø P"8,B@Ø.
NXDT F60<Z<.
B"b@:"4 B"D J± Ò*è.
B"4*,bT <2DfB@LH. B,\2T <2DfB@LH.
8b,4 JÎ *,4<Î< B"4*\@<.
Ò <2DTB@H (DVN,4 B"D J± Ò*è.
NXD@<J"4 J¬< 2V<"J@< RLP¬< *4 J@Ø 2"<VJ@L.
(DVNT J± #LNNb 6"Â Jè ;`DH. (Buffy and Nors were students in the class.)
NXD,4 6"6`<.
@Ê FJXD,H NXD@LF4 6"8V.
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Review paper
If you work with someone, put both names on the paper and only turn it in once.

1. Translate each of these forms:
BX:BT
BX:B@:,<
BX:B@:"4
B,:B`:,2"
BX:B,4H BX:B,J,
BX:B,4
BX:B,F2,
BX:B,4
BX:B@LF4(<)
BX:B,J"4
BX:B@<J"4
BX:B,4<
BX:B,F2"4
2. Conjugate the verb (DVNT in the present active and middle indicative
and infinitive (i.e. as questionn 1):
3. Translate these forms:
(DVN@:,<
B"b@<J"4
8L`:,2"
8b@LF4
B"4*,b,F2"4
B"b,F2,
NXD,4<
BX:BT

(DVN,4 (2)
B"L`:,2"
8b,F2,
8b,4<
B"4*,b,4H
B"b,J,
NXD@:"4
BX:B,J"4

4. Write in Greek:
I am leading.
Do you (sg) hear?
She is beginning.
We are throwing.
You (pl) are planning.
They are willing (< ¦2X8T) to be...
I wish/want (< $@b8@:"4).
You (sg.) are becoming wise [nom.].
He is receiving a stranger.
We are going into the islands.
You (pl.) have (for yourselves) friends.
They are being sacrificed to the gods of war.
To be judged.
To take.
They are saying bad words.
We are being left.
I am learning a lot (B@88V).
We are remaining in the road.
Do you think these things (J"ØJ") are (,É<"4) good (use neuter pl. acc.).
To suffer.
They are doing bad deeds.
Do you (sg) trust friends or strangers?
How to recognize the direct object in English:
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The usual word order in English is subject-verb-[indirect object]-direct object. The
object most directly caused (or affected) by the action of the verb is the direct object. It
is easily recognizable in Greek because it is in the accusative case. For example, We
give (our) loved ones presents.
We | give | presents loved ones
We = subject
give = (transitive) verb
loved ones = indirect object: dative J@ÃH N\8@4H
presents = direct object: accusative *äD"
Another way of expressing the same thing in English is We give presents to our loved
ones. If you are in doubt try this substitution. When there are two objects, the object that
makes sense as the object of "to" is the indirect object.
PROBLEM: In Greek, some verbs take other cases than the accusative. That is, the
object in the English sentence will not always be accusative in Greek. English
does not have an accusative case. Greek has three oblique cases (genitive, dative,
accusative). Most Greek verbs take the accusative as their object, but verbs
meaning "trust" take the dative; verbs meaning "rule" take the genitive, for
example. This must be learned by practice. <@:@4H B4FJ,b@:,<. <ZFT<
DP@:,<.
2. Translating English prepositions:
of = the genitive case (without a preposition in Greek)
by = the dative case (usually without a preposition in Greek) if it refers to things (by means of: the
instrumental dative); if it refers to persons, by is ßB` with the genitive (agent).
with = the dative without a preposition if it is the same as "by means of". If with means "in the company
of", it is Fb< with the dative. With an axe is instrumental; with their friends is accompaniment.
to = the dative case if it is equivalent to an indirect object. If it is in an expression like go to the islands,
then it is a preposition with the accusative.
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9
VERBS: Imperfect
I Imperfect tense: for action going on in the past (like our past progressive). Translate, I was -ing, I used to -- I kept --ing. Middle: I was --ing for myself, etc. Passive: I was being --, etc.
¦- + present stem + secondary endings:
A
M/P
-@<
-`:0<
-,H
-@L
-,
-,J@
-@:,<
-`:,2"
-,J,
-,F2,
-@<
-@<J@

I
you (thou)
he/she/it; n.pl. they
we
you (y'all, ye)
they

Augment: ¦- if the verb begins with a consonant
if the verb begins with a vowel:
" > 0 (T > µ(@<
, > 0 §DP@:"4 > ¦DP`:0<
sometimes , > ,4 §PT > ,ÉP@<
The imperfect has no infinitive.

PRACTICE
Form and conjugate the imperfect of the three regular and one deponent verb which you
conjugated in the present last week.
Example:
§B,:B@< §B,:B,H §B,:B,< ¦BX:B@:,< ¦BX:B,J, §B,:B@<
¦B,:B`:0< ¦BX:B@L ¦BX:B,J@ ¦B,:B`:,2" ¦BX:,F2, ¦BX:B@<J@
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Imperfect: form and conjugate the imperfect active and m/p of the some of the verbs verbs on
pp. 28 and 30-1. §PT has an irregular imperfect: ,ÉP@<. The others are regular.
Drill: change to forms of the imperfect:
N,D`LF4
(\(<,J"4
§P,4
¦FJ4
B,\2T
¦2X8,4H

$@b8,4
(`:,2"
:"<2V<@:,<

Sentences: (<ä:"4 :"20Jä<
º JH ,ÆDZ<0H òD" N48\"< §N,D,<.
³2,8@< DP,4< JH Jä< <2DfBT< :@\D"H.
,ÉP@< JÎ J@Ø $\@L 6"Â §B"FP@< *4 J@ØJ@ JÎ *äD@<.
¦B"L`:0< (DVN@LF" BDÎH JÎ< N\8@<.
¦(DVN@:,< J@×H 6"8@×H 8`(@LH.
¦B"L`:0< (DVNT<. JÎ $4$8\@< §(D"N@<.
¦N,D`:0< J *äD".
A8VJT< §(D"N, B,DÂ J@Ø F@N@Ø <2DfB@L.
Ò *,4<ÎH >X<@H ¦B,\2, J@×H <`:@LH <2DfB@LH.
Ò 6"8ÎH >X<@H ¦:V<2"<, B@88V.
JÎ B"4*\@< ¦B"4*,b@:,<. §N,D@< F60<Z<.
¦B"b@:,< B`8,:@<. ¦NXD@:,< ,ÆDZ<0<.
µ(@< <2DTB@< ,ÆH J¬< D,JZ<.
Ò J@Ø 2"<VJ@L 2,ÎH ¦8V:$"<, 6"Â $\@< 6"Â ,ÆDZ<0< <2DfB@L.
§B,:B@< J¬< ¦B4FJ@8¬< B"D J¬< $@L8Z<.
Ò 8@(@H ËBB@H B"D J± @Æ6\ §B"L,.
¦(D"N`:,2" B,DÂ J@Ø 8`(@L J@Ø P"8,B@Ø.
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A7!IS;?E !A?7?'3! ES5C!I?KE (19b-c)
>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------<
READING: ET6DVJ0H *46,Ã 6"Â B,D4,D(V.,J"4 .0Jä< JV J, ßBÎ (H

6"Â @ÛDV<4" 6"Â JÎ< »JJT 8`(@< 6D,\JJT B@4ä< 6"Â 88@LH J"ÛJ J"ØJ"
*4*VF6T<. J@4"bJ0 J\H ¦FJ4. J"ØJ" (D ©TDJ, 6"Â "ÛJ@Â ¦< J±
z!D4FJ@NV<@LH 6T:å*\", ET6DVJ0 J4< ¦6,Ã B,D4N,D`:,<@<,
NVF6@<JV J, ,D@$"J,Ã< 6"Â 880< B@88¬< N8L"D\"< N8L"D@Ø<J", ô<
¦(ã @Û*¥< @ÜJ, :X(" @ÜJ, :46DÎ< BX4 ¦B"\T.
;+M+7!3 !C3EI?M!;?KE
>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------<

EJD,R4V*0H:
NXD,, J\H (D @âJ@H @ßBÂ JH 6D,:V2D"H <ZD;
9"20JZH:
"ÛJ`H.
EJD,R4V*0H:
J\H "ÛJ`H;
9"20JZH:
ET6DVJ0H.
EJD,R4V*0H:
ì Ef6D"J,H, Ç2' @âJ@H, <"$`0F@< "ÛJ`< :@4 :X(".
9"20JZH:
"ÛJÎH :¥< @Þ< F× 6V8,F@<. @Û (VD :@4 FP@8Z.
EJD,R4V*0H:
ì Ef6D"J,H, ì ET6D"J\*4@<.
ET6DVJ0H:
J\ :, 6"8,ÃH, ì 'NZ:,D,;
EJD,R4V*0H:
BDäJ@< :¥< Ó J4 *DH, <J4$@8ä, 6VJ,4BX :@4.
ET6DVJ0H:
,D@$"Jä, 6"Â B,D4ND@<ä JÎ< »84@<.
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!C3EI?M!;?KE #!IC!O?3
O! éÎB ÑB éÎB ÐB
#! $D,6,6,6¥> 6@> 6@V>
$D,6,6,6¥> 6@> 6@V>
***

$D,6,6,6¥> 6@> 6@V>
)3

¦(ã *X (' 8(,Ã< DP@:"4
JÎ< ÐDD@<, ì 6@> 6@V>.

#!

$D,6,6,6¥> 6@> 6@V>

)3

ß:Ã< *' ÇFTH @Û*¥< :X8,4.

#!

$D,6,6,6¥> 6@> 6@V>

)3

88' ¦>`8@4F2' "ÛJè 6@V>.
@Û*¥< (VD ¦FJ' 88' ´ 6@V>.

>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------<

!C3EI?M!;?KE ?C;31+E
¦B@B@B@B@B@B@B@B@B@Ã
ÇT, ÇT, ÇJT, ÇJT, ÇJT, ÇJT
...

º*@:X< NT<@
J4Î J4Î J4Î J4Î J4Î J4Î J4Î J4`
...

<bF"J, B,J`:,<" BDÎH ¦:< "Û*V<@
JD4@JÎ JD4@JÎ J@J@$D\>
...

*,ØD@, *,ØD@, *,ØD@, *,ØD@, *,ØD@,
J@D@J@D@J@D@J@D@J\>.
6466"$"Ø 6466"$"Ø.
J@D@J@D@J@D@J@D@84848\>.
A+3 ÒDH J4<' ÏD<4<;
+K : JÎ< z!B`88T '(ã :¥< @Ü.
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Parsing Guide for Diagramming Sentences

subject | predicate
subject (nom.) [supplied] | verb | direct object (acc.)
subject | verb | direct object
\adj. \adv.

indirect object (dat.)

subject | verb "to be" etc. \ predicate n. or adj. (nom.)

(numbers refer to Luschnig, Introduction to Ancient Greek)
Ò PD`<@H B"4*,b,4 JÎ B"\*4@<.
49, 6

Ò PD`<@H | B"4*,b,4 | JÎ B"\*4@<
49, 2

Ò »84@H J@ÃH <2DfB@4H J¬< DP¬< J@Ø $\@L NXD,4.
Ò »84@H | NXD,4 | J¬< DP¬<
\J@Ø $\@L

J@ÃH <2DfB@4H

49, 12

J *äD" (@:,< B"D J@×H 2,@bH.
(@:,< | J *äD"
\B"D: J@×H 2,@bH
49, 1

º ,ÆDZ<0 NXD,4 JÎ< $\@<, Ò *¥ B`8,:@H 2V<"J@<.
º ,ÆDZ<0 | NXD,4 | JÎ< $\@<
|*X {
Ò B`8,:@H | [NXD,4] | 2V<"J@<
50, 12

*fD@4H (D B,\2@:,< J@×H 2,@bH.
|(VD
[º:,ÃH] | B,\2@:,< | J@×H 2,@bH
\:*fD@4H
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70, 9

6"8ÎH 6"Â ("2ÎH Ò F@NÎH <2DTB@H
Ò <2DTB@H | [¦FJ4] \ 6"8ÎH
\F@N`H
}6"Â
("2ÎH
70, 4

2V<"J@H º RLPZ.
º RLPZ | [¦FJ4<] \ 2V<"J@H
70, 2

("2@Â µJ, (<f:0<;
[ß:,ÃH] | µJ, \ ("2@Â
\:(<f:0<
71, 25

Ò »84@H ÔH §N,D, JÎ< $\@< J@ÃH <2DfB@4H 2,ÎH ¦<`:4.,J@.
Ò »84@H | ¦<`:4.,J@ \ 2,ÎH
\ÔH | §N,D, | JÎ< $\@<
J@ÃH <2DfB@4H
70, 7

@Û6 ,ÉP@<  ¦$@b8@<J@.
[@Ê <2DTB@4]| ,ÉP@<
|
[¦6,Ã<"]
\@Û6 [@Ê <2DTB@4] ¦$@b8@<J@ |
71, 30

Ò F@NÎH §8,(, ÓJ4 Ò $\@H ¦FJÂ P"8,B`<.
Ò F@NÎH | §8,(, | ÓJ4 Ò $\@H | ¦FJÂ \ P"8,B`<
59, 2

@Ê <2DTB@4 ¦<`:4.@< JÎ< »84@< ,É<"4 2,`<.
@Ê <2DTB@4 | ¦<`:4.@< | JÎ< »84@< | ,É<"4 \ 2,`<
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10
VERBS: FUTURE
1. Future Active and Middle (MIDDLE only, NOT M/P)
*** Use the same endings as the present.
add F to the stem: B"L- + F + -T -,4H -,4 -@:,< -,J, -@LF4
-@:"4 -,4 -,J"4 -`:,2" -,F2, -@<J"4
If the Stem ends in a mute (labials, palatals, dentals)
B $ N + F > Q BX:BT > B,:RT (DVNT > (DVRT
6 ( P + F > > DPT > D>T (T > >T
J * 2 drop out before F B,\2T > B,\FT
Some verbs that have active forms in the present are deponent in the future.
Irregular futures:
6@bT, 6@bF@:"4
$@b8@:"4, $@L8ZF@:"4
(\(<@:"4, (,<ZF@:"4
¦2X8T, ¦2,8ZFT
§DP@:"4, ¦8,bF@:"4
§PT, FPZFT / ª>T
8":$V<T, 8ZR@:"4
:"<2V<T, :"20F@:"4
BVFPT, B,\F@:"4
BDVJJT, BD">T
NXDT, @ÇFT
The future of ,Æ:\:
§F@:"4
§F,4
§FJ"4

¦F`:,2"
§F,F2,
§F@<J"4
§F,F2"4

2. Variations in the FIRST declension:
Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.

Singular
-0 -" -0H -"H
-0H -"H -@L
-® -
-0< -"<

Plural
-"4
-ä<
-"4H
-"H

-" is used throughout the singular of first declension nouns and adjectives if the base
ends in ,, 4, or D.
PRACTICE:
Conjugate your four verbs in the future.
Ex. BX:RT BX:R,4H BX:R,4 BX:R@:,< BX:R,J, BX:R@LF4
BX:R,4<
BX:R@:"4 BX:R,4 BX:R,J"4 B,:R`:,2" BX:R,F2, BX:R@<J"4
BX:R,F2"4
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Chapter 10 supplement: the future Passive
-20 + F + @:"4
-2ZF@:"4
-2ZF,4
-2ZF,J"4

-20F`:,2"
-2ZF,F2,
-2ZF@<J"4
-2ZF,F2"4

B"L2ZF@:"4
B"L2ZF,4
B"L2ZF,J"4

B"L20F`:,2"
B"L2ZF,F2,
B"L2ZF@<J"4
B"L2ZF,F2"4

Sometimes the stems are irregular.
6"8XT call -- 680- 6802ZF@:"4 "I will be called"
B"D"6"8XT comfort > B"D"6802ZF@:"4 (future passive) "I will be comforted"
P@DJV.T feed, fatten P@DJ"F2ZF@:"4
¦8,XT have pity on, show mercy to ¦8,02ZF@:"4
¦8,Z:T< merciful
Other vocabulary in the Beatitudes:
:"6VD4@H happy, blessed (Lat. beatus)
BJTP`H poor
$"F48,\" kingdom
BD"bH (nom. pl. BD",ÃH) meek, mild
B,<2XT mourn
680D@<@:XT inherit
B,4<VT be hungry
*4RVT be thirsty
ÒDVT, ÐR@:"4, ,É*@< see
*4f6T pursue, persecute, *,*4T(:X<@H pf. pass. pt. "persecuted"
ª<,6,< + gen. "for the sake of"
68"\T weep
(,8VT, (,8VFT laugh
Quiz on verbs: give meaning
1. (D"NT
2. BX:BT
3. 6@bT
4. §DP@:"4
5. 2bT

6. 6D\<T
7. BVFPT
8. :"<2V<T
9. B"4*,bT
10. 8X(T
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11
Aorist
I Aorist Active and Middle (not passive)
Use: for a single (or simple) act in past time (as opposed to the imperfect which talks
about action going on in the past). Translate as the simple past (and sometimes as the
pluperfect). §(D"R" "I wrote" ("I had written" if it depends on another past).
The aorist infinitive (except in indirect statement) may be translated the same as the
present. The difference is that the present talks about the action as in progress, the aorist
as the simple action.
(DVN,4< "to be writing"
(DVR"4 "to write"

Form: There are two different sets of forms, first aorist and second aorist. Nearly all
verbs have either a first aorist or a second aorist. Only a very few have both. The two
forms are like our strong (irregular, e.g. sing sang sung) and weak (regular, e.g. work
worked worked).
FIRST AORIST
Augment + F + endings
Active
Middle
-"
-V:0<
-"H
-T
-, (<)
-"J@
-":,<
-V:,2"
-"J,
-"F2,
-"<
-"<J@
Infinitives not augmented. -"4
-"F2"4
Verbs with stems ending in :, <, 8, D do not add F- in the first aorist, but they
usually have a lengthened form of the stem: :X<T -- §:,4<"; N"\<T -- §N0<";
((X88T -- ³((,48"; 6D\<T -- §6D4<".
SECOND AORIST
Augment + special stem + thematic secondary endings (the same as the
imperfect).
Active
Middle
-@<
-`:0<
-,H
-@L
-, (<)
-,J@
-@:,<
-`:,2"
-,J,
-,F2,
-@<
-@<J@
Infinitives (not augmented; note accent)
-,Ã<
-XF2"4
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Principal Parts -- It's good to know these.
(T >T ³("(@< (("(-)
6@bT 6@bF@:"4 ³6@LF"
DPT D>T µD>"
$V88T ($"8ä) §$"8@<
$@L8,bT $@L8,bFT ¦$@b8,LF"
$@b8@:"4 $@L8ZF@:"4 (¦$@L8Z20<)
(\(<@:"4 (,<ZF@:"4 ¦(,<`:0<
(DVNT (DVRT §(D"R"
*XP@:"4 *X>@:"4 ¦*,>V:0<
¦2X8T ¦2,8ZFT ²2X80F"
§DP@:"4 ¦8,bF@:"4 µ82@<
§PT (,ÉP@<) ª>T, FPZFT §FP@<
2bT 2bFT §2LF"
6D\<T (6D4<ä) §6D4<"
8":$V<T 8ZR@:"4 §8"$@<
8X(T 8X>T §8,>", ,ÉB@< (,ÆB-)
8,\BT 8,\RT §84B@<
:"<2V<T :"2ZF@:"4 §:"2@<
:X<T (:,<ä) §:,4<"
<@:\.T (<@:4ä) ¦<`:4F"
BVFPT B,\F@:"4 §B"2@<
B"4*,bT B"4*,bFT ¦B"\*,LF"
B"bT B"bFT §B"LF"
B,\2T B,\FT §B,4F"
BX:BT BX:RT §B,:R"
BDVJJT BDV>T §BD">"
B4FJ,bT B4FJ,bFT ¦B\FJ,LF"
NXDT @ÇFT ³<,(6@< / ³<,(6"
PRACTICE:
Conjugate your four verbs in the aorist. Make sure you have at least one verb of each
kind.
Examples:
1
§B,:R" §B,:R"H §B,:R, ¦BX:R":,< ¦BX:R"J, §B,:R"<
BX:R"4
¦B,:RV:0< ¦BX:RT ¦BX:R"J@ ¦B,:RV:,2" ¦BX:R"F2, ¦BX:R"<J@
BX:R"F2"4
2

³("(@< ³("(,H ³("(, ²(V(@:,< ²(V(,J, ³("(@<
("(,Ã<
²("(`:0< ²(V(@L ²(V(,J@ ²("(`:,2" ²(V(,F2, ²(V(@<J@
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("(XF2"4
12: Verb Review
1. Explanation of the six Principal Parts
I Present
Used for the present system (present and imperfect) active and middle-passive.
-T thematic verb, regular, like 8bT in these tenses
-@:"4 thematic verb, deponent: *XP@:"4
-"T, -,T, -@T contract verbs, like <46VT, N48XT, *08`T respectively
-<L:4 regular -:4 verb, like *,\6<L:4
-:4 you have to see which type of athematic verb it is
-:"4 if there is a different vowel (other than @), that means that the verb is
athematic (¦B\FJ":"4, 6,Ã:"4, 6J8)
II Future
Used for the future active and middle.
-FT regular future (for both thematic and athematic verbs), like 8bFT
-F@:"4 deponent future (many active verbs of perception and some verbs of
physical activity have these): 8ZR@:"4, ÐR@:"4, 6@bF@:"4
-ä contract future. Most liquid and nasal stems and verbs in -4.T have these:
:,<ä, <@:4ä. They are mostly of the -,T type; but a few are in -"T (and
will be marked thus ¦8ä <-"T).
-@Ø:"4 deponent contract (-,T) future: B@2"<@Ø:"4
III Aorist
Used for the aorist active and middle.
augment--F" regular first aorist like §8LF"
augment--" liquid/nasal first aorist like §:,4<" (usually with the stem vowel
lengthened)
augment--F":0</-":0< deponent first aorist: ¦*,>V:0<
augment--@< second aorist (with a stem change) §84B@<, ³("(@<
augment--@:0< deponent second aorist ¦(,<`:0<, ¶F2`:0<
augment--< (with a different vowel) irregular (athematic) second aorist §FJ0<,
§$0<
[augment--6" irregular athematic second aorists of *\*T:4, J\20:4, Ë0:4, used
only for the three singular forms of the active: §*T6", §206", -½6"]
IV Perfect Active
Used for the perfect, pluperfect, and future perfect active.
reduplication--6" regular perfect mostly for vowel stems: 8X8L6"
reduplication--" perfect for consonant stems (often uses the aspirated form of the
consonant) BXB@42"
V Perfect Middle
Used for the perfect, pluperfect, and future perfect middle-passive.
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reduplication--:"4 vowel stems: 8X8L:"4
reduplication--::"4, -(:"4, -F:"4 labial, palatal and dental stems respectively:
(X(D"::"4, µ(:"4, BXB,4F:"4
VI Aorist Passive
Used for the aorist and future passive.
augment--20< regular (most common formation): ¦8b20<
augment--0< others: ¦(DVN0<

2. Summary of Verb Endings
Primary (present and future)
Active:
-T -,4H -,4 -@:,< -,J, -@LF4(<) -- -,4<
Middle-Passive (present) or Middle (future):
-@:"4 -,4 -,J"4 -`:,2" -,F2, -@<J"4 -- -,F2"4
Secondary (augmented in the indicative)
Imperfect and second Aorist
Active:
-@< -,H -,(<) -@:,< -,J, -@< -- -,Ã< (aor. inf.)1
Middle-Passive (imperfect) or Middle (aorist):
-@:0< -@L -,J@ -`:,2" -,F2, -@<J@ -- -XF2"4 (aor.)
First Aorist (augmented) in the indicative2
Active:
-" -"H -,(<) -":,< -"J, -"< -- -"4
Middle:
-V:0< -T -"J@ -V:,2" -"F2, -"<J@ -- -"F2"4
3. Exercises
A. Conjugate in full (all forms, active and middle or m/p, all four tenses, indicative and
infinitives). Check your chart for and peculiarities of the verb (irregular principal parts, deponent
future, etc.). Be able to translate the forms.

1. (T
2. :"<2V<T
3. 8":$V<T
1

4. 2bT
5. (DVNT
6. NXDT

The infinitive is not augmented, e.g. 84B,Ã<.

-"- is the characteristic of the first aorist. Vowel and mute stems add -F-. Liquid (8, D)
and nasal (:, <) stems do not add -F- (³((,48", B,6J,4<", §6D4<", §:,4<", §N0<").
2
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B. Give:
1.
2.
3.
4.

all first person forms (sing. and pl.) of 6@bT
all second person forms of §PT
all third person forms of (\(<@:"4
all infinitives of DPT (6), §DP@:"4 (3), $V88T (4), ,Æ:\ (2), :"<2V<T (5)

C. Parse (= identify forms), translate, and recite the principal parts of each verb:
1. ¦B"LFV:0<
2. *X>,J"4
3. 6@bF@<J"4
4. §N,D@<
5. ¦BX:RT
6. ¦8,\B@L
7. :,Ã<"4
8. ²6@bF"J@
9. ,ÆB,Ã<
10. ³((,48"<
D. Translate these forms of BX:BT into Greek: active, send; middle, send for; passive,
be sent.
1. she was being sent
2. they are sending
3. we used to send
4. to send for (once, a single action)
5. to be sending for
6. we sent for
7. you-all (ye) will send
8. I will send for
9. it is being sent
10. you (thou) sent for
11. to be sending
12. to send (once)
13. I sent for a new book.
14. She sent a gift to her [=the] friends.
15. We were being sent to the market [(@DV].
16. I think that I will send those women a gift.
17. Will you-all (ye) send for your [=the] friend.
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13
The Third Declension
A.

Basic Endings
Singular
Masculine and Feminine
___ / -H
-@H
-4
-" or -<
Plural
-,H
-T<
-F4 (<)
-"H

Neuter
base
-@H
-4
base
-"
-T<
-F4 (<)
-"

-4, -", -F4, -"H are short. Find the base in the genitive singular. Find the pattern from the nominative and genitive.

B.

Variations
Singular
Nominative: M/F -H, -T< (-@<-, -@<J-), -D; ; -:", -@H
Genitive: -@H: -,TH, -@LH
Dative: -4: -,4
Accusative: -": -,"; -<; neut. = nom.
Plural
Nominative: M/F -,H: -,4H; N -": -0, -,"
Genitive: -T<: -,T<
Dative: -F4: -,F4, -"F4, -@LF4, -,LF4
Accusative: M/F -"H: -,"H, -,4H; N -": -0, -,"

Sample Vocabulary
<ZD, <*D`H, Ò man
$"F48,bH, $"F48XTH, Ò king
(L<Z, (L<"46`H, º woman
¦8B\H, ¦8B\*@H, º hope
68fR, 68TB`H, Ò thief
:XD@H, :XD@LH, J` share, part
Ð<@:", Ï<`:"J@H, J` name
B"ÃH, B"4*`H, Ò, º child, slave
B`84H, B`8,TH, º city-state
BD(:", BDV(:"J@H, J` deed, thing, affair
JX8@H, JX8@LH, J` end
P,\D, P,4D`H, º hand

DPT<, DP@<J@H, Ò ruler, archon
(X<@H, (X<@LH, J` birth, race
*"\:T<, *"\:@<@H, Ò, º divinity, distributor
Ê,D,bH, Ê,DXTH, Ò priest
8XT<, 8X@<J@H, Ò lion
:ZJ0D, :0JD`H, º mother
BV2@H, BV2@LH, J` suffering
B"JZD, B"JD`H, Ò father
B@bH, B@*`H, Ò foot
Fä:", Ff:"J@H, J` body
PVD4H, PVD4J@H, º favor, grace
PD:", PDZ:"J@H, J` thing, pl. money, things
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Starting Greek – Review
I What have we done so far:
1. Alphabet: the development of the alphabet and the writing of Greek
2. Sounds: the names of the syllables and the tonal accents of classical Greek;
basic rules for accentuation.
3. ?;?9!I!:
Nouns: characteristics:
case
number
grammatical gender
The definite article as a gender sign. The concept of agreement.
The concept of case and the uses of the cases in Greek
Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Vocative
The concept of declensions and two declensions in Greek with two variations
of each declension:
1st -0 -type
1st -"-type

2nd -@H -type

2nd -@< -type

Adjectives: adjectives agree with nouns in case number and gender (but not
necessarily in declension. Each adjective and noun belongs to its own
declension and does not switch to another.
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Three variations of 1st/2nd declension nouns:
-@H M -0 F -@< N
-@H M -" F -@< N
-@H M,F -@< N
The forms of the definite article.
The two positions of the adjective:
Attributive: "the small tent"
article adjective noun º :46D F60<Z
or

article noun article adjective º F60<Z º :46DV

(or)

noun article adjective (mostly poetic) F60<Z º :46DV

Predicate: "The tent IS small."
adjective article noun :46D º F60<Z
or article noun adjective º F60<Z :46D
For practice in class, decline these groups of words.
"' º 6"8¬ Ò*`H

$' Ò *,4<ÎH <2DTB@H
(' JÎ 8@(@< §D(@<
*' º *46@H :@ÃD"
,' º <X" D,JZ
Write in Greek:
a. The road is good.
b. The man is clever at speaking. (at speaking = 8X(,4<)
c. That deed is irrational. (that = J`*, JÎ)
d. Fate is unjust.
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4. AC?1+E+3E (prepositions) and the cases they take
5. C/9!I!
Verbs: characteristics:
person and number
tense
voice
mood
The concept of conjugation: changing the FORM of the verb to show the
subject (as well as the tense, voice and mood)
The concept of voice. Fill in a definition of each.
Active:
Middle:
Passive:
Endings for Active and Middle Passive. Fill in.
Present

Imperfect

Endings for Active and Middle:
Future

Aorist

Active and Deponent verbs: (fill in examples)
Principal parts of regular verbs and important irregular verbs.
For practice: conjugate in full (any three; be sure to check principal parts):
"' BX:BT
$' (T
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('
*'
,'
.'
0'
2'

§DP@:"4
8,\BT
$@L8,bT
$@b8@:"4
§PT (caution: irregular imperfect, two futures)
NXDT

5. Reading sentences (using all these elements)

"' º (L<¬ §B,:R, J B"4*\" NXD@<J" [carrying] *äD" J± <b:N®. [(L<Z
woman; <b:N0 bride]. $@b8,J"4 6"6 BDVJJ,4<.
$' º (VD 6`D0 J@ÃH *fD@4H B,\2,J"4. [6`D0 girl, daughter] J *¥ *äD"
6"6V.
(' J B"4*\" §N,D, 2V<"J@< J± <b:N®. (Neuter plural subject takes a singular
verb.]

*' 9Z*,4" (D <@:\.,4 J¬< <b:N0< 8ZR,F2"4 J *äD".
,' Ò (VD <ZD §84B, J¬< BDäJ0< (L<"Ã6" 6"Â ³("(, <X"< <b:N0<. [<ZD
man, husband]

ú ' J± :¥< (L<"46Â JÎ Ð<@:" µ< 9Z*,4", Jè *¥ <*DÂ z3VFT<. [Ð<@:"
name]

.' z3VFT< @Þ< µ82, BDÎH @É6@< ñH FæFT< (ñH FæFT<: to save) J B"4*\",
88 9Z*,4" "ÛJ BX6J,4<,. [B@6J,\<T kill]
0' º *¥ 9Z*,4" @Û6 µ< ¦< @Ç6å. B@6J,\<"F" [after killing] J@×H
JLDV<<@LH 6"Â J B"4*\" §NL(, [N,b(T flee, escape, go into exile] BÎ JH
(H F×< 2,è. Ò (D B"J¬D J@Ø B"JDÎH "ÛJH µ< Ò ~/84@H. [B"J¬D father]
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II What next?
Nouns:
Variations of first declension: three more types
Third declension nouns and adjectives
Pronouns:
Relative ÓH » Ó
Demonstrative @âJ@H "àJ0 J@ØJ@ -- Ó*, »*, J`*, -- ¦6,Ã<@H ©6,\<0

¦6,Ã<@
Interrogative J\H J\
Indefinite J4H J4
Relative Indefinite ÓFJ4H »J4H Ó J4
Personal ¦(f / º:,ÃH -- Fb / ß:,ÃH -- "ÛJ@Ø "ÛJH
Reflexive ¦:"LJ@Ø -- F,"LJ@Ø -- ©"LJ@Ø
Intesive "ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ`
Verbs:
The perfect system
The passive of aorist and future
Three more principal parts for each verb
More verbs -- contract verbs and athematic verbs
Participles
Moods: subjunctive, optative, imperative
Constructions -- Syntax
Lots more vocabulary
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